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Abstrakt
Tato práce se zabývá metaheuristickými algoritmy a jejich implementací do nástroje Drools
Planner. Drools Planner je open source nástroj pro řešení optimalizačních problémů. V
této práci je popsán návrh a implementace Optimalizace pomocí mravenčí kolonie. Vyhod-
nocení algoritmu je provedeno pomocí Drools Planner benchmarku pro různé optimalizační
problémy.
Abstract
This thesis deals with the implementation of the metaheuristic algorithms into the Drools
Planner. The Drools Planner is an open source tool for solving optimization problems. This
work describes design and implementation of Ant colony optimization metaheuristics in the
Drools Planner. Evaluation of the algorithm results is done by Drools Planner benchmark
with different kinds of optimization problems.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Metaheuristic algorithms is a class of algorithms which are using some level of chance to
find an optimal solution. Metaheuristic algorithms can be used everywhere where conven-
tional methods are failing and we are satisfied with solution which is nearly to optimal. By
speaking metaheuristic algorithms, we mean wide variety of its kinds. We can go from local
search to nature inspired algorithms like Simulated annealing, Evolutionary algorithms to
algorithms inspired by animal societies – ants, bees, bats – which are subject of big inspi-
ration for many researches. Metaheuristic algorithms are used for combinatorial problems
which are complex enough. If the optimization problem has exponentially increasing search
space together with increasing problem complexity we can consider it as good candidate
for metaheuristic algorithm. There is important condition when we want to solve problem
by some of the metaheuristics. We do not need to have analytical solution of the problem.
But, we need to be able to recognize good solution when we see it. This is called evaluation
and it is one of the esentials of the metaheuristic algorithms.
Drools Planner is a tool which is part of the Drools project and it’s aim is to solve
optimization problems such that user actually does not need to implement optimization
algorithms by himself. It is unique by the fact that with definition of one XML configuration
file will give fast and high quality solution of the specified problem. Drools Planner currently
supports local search optimization algorithms like hill climbing, simulated annealing, tabu
search, late acceptance and construction heuristics like first-fit, best-fit and their variants.
Also Brute force algorithm is implemented.
Drools Planner project is looking for implementation of wider variety of metaheuristic
algorithm’s like genetic algorithms, evolutionary strategies or swarm intelligence methods,
in order to have better and faster results. The aim of this work is to implement into Drools
Planner a new metaheuristic algorithm which will reuse already existing components and
like that it will keep consistency of the project. We chose for implementation Ant colony
optimization.
This thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 introduces the metaheuristic algorithms,
Chapter 3 is giving the overview how Drools Planner works and what can you expect
from it. In the Chapter 4 introduces the design of the algorithm. Chapter 5 is dedicated
to the implementation details. Chapter 6 shows the results of the benchmarking of the
implemented algorithm.
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Chapter 2
Metaheuristic Algorithms
In this chapter, an overview of existing metaheuristic algorithms is provided. First we
introduce local search optimization algorithms and its variants Hill climbing, Simulated
annealing and Tabu search in Section 2.1. Section 2.2 will be dedicated to Ant colony
optimization introduction. Hence the thesis focuses on incorporation of the ACO into
Drools, special attention is paid to this algorithms. The relation between real ants and the
artificial ones will be explained, three main algorithms of Ant colony optimization - Ant
system, Max – Min ant system and Ant colony system will be described. In the last part
will be shown how to improve results of ACO by tunning some of the parameters and what
will happen if local search takes place.
2.1 Local Search Algorithms
Local search is a family of metaheuristic algorithms suitable for solving many hard opti-
mization problems. Local search algorithm is looking for solution in the search space S
which is set of all possible solutions for a given optimization problem. Algorithm starts
from initial position and iteratively moves to the neighbourhood solutions. The algorithm
has to have defined neigbourhood on the search space S which says how far to look for
the neighbourhood solutions. Or to determine which solutions are in the neighbourhood
and which are behind. To determine to which solution will local search move the fitness
function is defined for the algorithm. Fitness function is problem dependent and it specifies
how good the solution is. Below we will describe three basic algorithms of local search.
Hill Climbing Hill climbing is method of local search optimization. The algorithm it-
eratively searches in the search space for improving solutions. Hill climbing starts from
initialized solution and generates neighbourhood solutions. Each neigbourhood solution is
evaluated by fitness function. The neighbourhood solution which gave the highest fitness
value is chosen for the next iteration. The disadvantage of this method is that it can get
stucked in the local optimum. It happens when no improving solution is found in the
neighbourhood solutions.
Tabu Search Tabu search differs from above presented method in the following way.
The algorithm adds memory structure called tabu list. Tabu list keeps a list of recently
selected solutions. No solution from this list can be selected for limited time. When
neighbourhood solutions are generated, algorithm looks into the tabu list and eliminates all
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the neigbourhood solutions inside the tabu list. Then algorithm chooses the best available
solution. Tabu search is eliminating the problem of getting stucked in local optima, because
it is increasing exploitation by choosing solutions which did not be visited yet.
Simulated Annealing Simulated annealing is nature – inspired metaheuristic algorithm
and according to book of Hoos and Stutzle [3] it is classified as member of local search al-
gorithms family. The inspiration for simulated annealing came from metallurgy. Annealing
is technique of slow controled cooling of the material to prevent defects. The algorithm is
different from above described solutions in not taking best available option but choosing
next solution probabistically. The probability plays role in decision of accepting or not ac-
cepting generated solutions. Solutions which are better than best found solution are always
accepted. But algorithm gives possibility to accept, with some probability, worst solutions
also.
p(s, s′, T ) = exp
g(s)− g(s′)
T
(2.1)
The probability of accepting worst solution is defined as function in Formula 2.1 where
g(s) − g(s′) is the fitness difference between current solution s and new solution s′. The
parameter T is temperature and it is configurable parameter which during solving of the
algorithm is slowly decreased. In the beginning the temperature is set up to high number
which allows to give high probability of selection even for solutions which do not have
high fitness, the algorithm is now doing more exploitation in the search space. As the
temperature parameter decreases higher probability is assigned to moves with higher fitness
value and the algorithm is doing more exploration in the search space.
2.2 Ant Colony Optimization
Ant colony optimization (ACO) is a family of metaheuristic algorithms belonging to Swarm
inteligence methods suitable for solving combinatorial problems. The main research in this
field was done by Marco Dorigo who initially proposed base algorithm Ant system [12] and
made studies on many properties of ACO algoritms [8, 10]. ACO is inspired by the nature
behavior of ants which are indirectly comunicating together through the pheromone trails,
ant therefore they are able to dentify good paths for locating food.
2.2.1 Biological Background
Ants are organized in colonies which consists of milions of individuals occupying every place
on the Earth except of Antarctica and few more inhospitable places. Ants in the colony
are not behaving like individuals but more like one cooperating organism where lost of one
individual is not important as much as survival of the colony. Ants ability to cooperate has
been source of inspiration to many reasearches in solving of many complex problems.
The main feature of the ants cooperation is their way of distributed communication. Each
ant is able to lay down on the ground pheromone which is chemical smelled by ants which
helps them to mark places for other ants from the colony. When an ant finds a food source,
it starts to deposit pheromone on the way to the nest and opposite. When other ants smell
pheromone on the way they will, with certain probability, choose path with the pheromone
and that depends on how strong pheromone on the path is. The pheromone is evaporated
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in time. Therefore less visited paths are becoming less atractive for other ants in time and
more visited paths are gaining stronger pheromone mark.
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Figure 2.1: The princip how ants find the shortest path.
The basic principle of ACO is demonstrated in Figure 2.1. Figure shows how the real
ants find a shortest path. In part 1 of the figure, an ant found a foodsource and on his
way back to the nest he is laying a pheromone. Part 2 shows situation in which other ants
located food source also and some of them are choosing shorter and some of them longer
path. Part 3 of the picture shows amount of pheromone accumulated on the shortest path.
2.2.2 Ant System
Initial algorithm which was proposed as ACO is Ant system (AS) [17] and it is basic ACO
algorithm. First problem which was applied to the ACO was Travelling salesman problem
(TSP) [12]. The TSP problem is defined as following. Given set of cities and distances
between each two cities, find the shortest path to visit all cities and each city visit only
once. The TSP problem is NP – hard problem and very often is used for benchmarking of
many optimization algorithms.
The TSP problem is modelled as a undirected graph, where each vertex represents a
city and each edge between vertices represents a distance between cities. Therefore, we
define edge as tuple (r, s), where (r, s) represents an edge from vertex r to vertex s. AS
extends graph representation of the TSP as showed in Algorithm 1. Each edge (r, s) in a
graph has its cost measure δ(r, s) and it has also desirability measure τ(r, s) - pheromone.
The algorithm works as follows. Each ant is initially randomly placed to a different city.
From this initial city it starts incrementally construct its tour. An ant is choosing its next
city by so called state transition rule where ants prefer cities which are connected by short
edges with high amount of the pheromone. After all ants construct their solutions, global
updating rule applies, where the pheromones on the edges are updated.
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This part of constructing solutions is called one step, and history information from this
step will be transferred thanks to the pheromones who are deposited by ants on the edges
to the next step. The algorithm ends when terminating condition is met.
input : Problemdef , m, α, β, ρ
output: Lbest
initialization;
while termination!=true do
for i← 1 to steps do
for k ← 1 to m do
Pk ← ConstructOneStepSolution(Problemdef , α, β);
end
end
for k ← 1 to m do
GlobalUpdate(Pheromone, ρ);
end
end
Algorithm 1: Pseudocode of Ant System algorithm.
The AS algorithm consist of folowing steps. First part of AS is initialization. After
initialization the ants starts to construct solutions. After all ants have constructed their
solution, global updating starts. A detailed description of the mentioned steps is provided
below.
Initialization The first step in Ant system algorithm is initialization. all ants are placed
to a city by some probabilistic rule (ie. randomly) and the edges of the graph have
assigned initial pheromone value τ0 as input paramater of the algorithm.
Construction of solution After initialization all of m ants are incrementally building
their solution. Each of the m ants starts with initially empty solution pk and in each
step they add one feasible edge to their partial solution Pk.
Feasible edge is the edge for which applies that (r, s) ∈ Fk(r) ⊆ C, where Fk(r) is
set of edges which are valid for ant k in current city r and C is set of all edges. If
no feasible solution is available also infeasible solution can be added but this depends
on exact implementation of construction procedure and these solutions are usually
penalized according to how they brake the problem constraints.
The choice of the edge is made using a state transition rule. The state transition rule
pk(r, s) shown in Formula 2.2 probability with which ant k in city r will move to city
s, where τ(r, s) is pheromone value for a given edge, η = 1δ is reverse of the distance
value δ(r, s) and β > 0 is input parameter called heuristic value of the algorithm.
This parameter says how important is distance against pheromone desirablity.
pk(r, s) =
{
[τ(r,s)]α·[η(r,s)]βP
u∈Fk(r)[τ(r,u)]α·[η(r,u)]β
, if s ∈ Fk(r)
0, otherwise
(2.2)
Variable α > 0 is the algorithm input parameter which determines influence of
pheromone value on the behavior of the algorithm. When β = 0, the transition
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rule decides only according to a pheromone value. When α = 0 then edge with higher
heurestic value is selected and pheromone value is not considered.
Global updating rule After all ants have constructed their complete solutions, the global
updating rule applies. Global updating rule function is to avoid prematury conver-
gence of the algorithm by evaporating pheromones on the all edges. Updating works
as follows.
Formula 2.3 shows the formula applied on all edges τ(r, s). The ρ represents input
parameter of the algorithm valid for values 0 < ρ < 1 and m is the number of ants.
It sets up the evaporating koeficient of the algorithm. Each edge is losing by global
update some amount of pheromone but the edges which belongs to the tour of ants
are also promoted by additional serving of pheromone to prioritize shorter edges.
Function ∆τk(r, s) for adding pheromone is given by Formula 2.4 where Lk is length
of the tour performed by ant k.
τ(r, s)← (1− ρ) · τ(r, s) +
m∑
k=1
∆τk(r, s) (2.3)
τk(r, s) =
{ 1
Lk
, if (r, s) ∈ tour done by ant k
0, otherwise
(2.4)
Ant system was on the beginning of the ACO algorithms. In it’s basic form it coulnd’t
compete with other metaheuristics and evolutionary algorithms. But Ant system inspired
many researches and various applications of the algorithm were developed, constructed for
specific combinatorial problems. More succesfull algorithms which are based on Ant system
are Ant colony system and MMAS.
2.2.3 Max-min Ant System
Max-min AS (MMAS) [17] is another version of the AS explained above. In MMAS,
additional features are added, in particular, upper and lower bounds [τmin, τmax]. The
value of pheromone trails are therefore between τmin ≤ τi,j ≤ τmax. At the start of the
algorithm all pheromone trails are inicialized to upper boundary value. This is making the
algorithm more explorative. Update of the pheromone gain from the iteration best or the
globally best solution g(sb) to increase the amount of pheromone given by g(sb) = 1/f(sb)
where f(sb) is function of fitness. Amount of the pheromone on the trails never gets
lower than τmin which ensures the minimal level of explorative behavior for the algorithm.
Also pheromone reinicialization is feature which is used to restart pheromone values, when
solution gets stucked in the local optima.
2.2.4 Ant Colony System
Ant colony system (ACS) [17] is one of the most successfull variants of ACO. ACS works as
showed in Algorithm 2. Each ant is again randomly placed. Then ants incrementally con-
struct their solutions. After each step, each ant applies local updating rule which modifies
amount of pheromone on visited edges. After complete solution for all ants is constructed
then global update applies only for the best solution found. In ACS, there are more possi-
blities to balance exploration and exploitation behavior of the algorithm thanks to greedy
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parameter. Greedy parameter uses elitist strategy which makes the algorithm more explo-
rative. From Ant system it differs in three main aspects [9] described below.
input : Problemdef , m, α, β, ρ
output: Pbest
initialization;
while termination!=true do
for i← 1 to steps do
for k ← 1 to m do
Pk ← ConstructOneStepSolution(Problemdef , α, β);
end
LocalUpdate(Pheromone, ρ);
end
for k ← 1 to m do
Pbest = FindBest(Pk);
end
GlobalUpdate(Pheromone, ρ, Pbest);
end
Algorithm 2: Pseudocode of Ant Colony System algorithm
Greedy parameter For balancing exploration and exploitation additional parameter q0
called also greedy parameter is added. An ant which is in the city r will move to city
s by using transition state rule shown in Formula 2.5 where q represents a random
number uniformly distributed in [0 . . . 1] and 0 < q0 < 1 is given parameter of the
algorithm. When q ≤ q0, the heurestically best option is chosen. In case q > q0 rule
used in Ant system Formula 2.2 is applied and more exploration takes place.
s =
{
arg maxu∈Fk(r){[τ(r, u)] · [η(r, u)β]}, if q < q0 (exploitation)
S, otherwise (biased exploration
(2.5)
Local update Additional action called local update is used in ACS in comparisson with
AS. After an ant builds one step of the solution it applies local update on the compo-
nent which was just visited (Formula 2.6) where ∆τ(r, s) is usually set up to τ0. Local
update is used to make recently visited components less diserable for the beggining
so the following ants are more likely to explore new paths.
τ(r, s)← (1− ρ) · τ(r, s) + ρ ·∆τ(r, s) (2.6)
Global update After all ants complete their solutions global updating applies. The differ-
ence with AS is that only the globally best solution gets deposited additional amount
of pheromone. This mechanism ensures that next ants will be searching around the
best solution performing exploitation.
τ(r, s)← (1− ρ) · τ(r, s) + ρ · δτ(r, s) (2.7)
τ(r, s) =
{
(L−1gb , if (r, s) ∈ global best solution
0, otherwise
(2.8)
The global updating rule is given by Formula 2.7 and Fromula 2.8 where Lgb is the
best solution found so far. Pheromone on the components which does’nt belong to
the best solution evaporates. The level of evaporation is given by 0 < ρ < 1 as input
parameter.
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2.2.5 ACS Exploration and Exploitation Tunning
An effective metaheuristic algorithm needs to have exploration and exploitation in balance.
Exploration is needed to avoid solution to get stucked in local optimum. It is searching
new possible solutions in the search space. Exploitation on the other side has to be able to
identify promising solutions and exploit search space close to these solutions.
ACS achieves this balance in many ways. First, ACS is using strong elitist strategy
by updating pheromone paths only for the best solution. This ensures the lesson learned
mechanism and next solution are considering historical information found so far. Another
exploitation feature is application of pseudo-random rule 2.5 and setting up the greedy
parameter to some value. Typically it is set up very close to 1 to prioritize the best
component to be accepted.
ACS has two ways to explore new solutions so ants do not get stucked in local opti-
mum. First, local update which decreases pheromone on just chosen component so the
component will be less likely chosen by other ants at that moment. Second parameters α
for pheromones and β for heurestic information from Formula 2.2 are directly balancing
the importance of pheromones and heurestic information when calculating probability of
choosing a component.
When α = 0 pheromone value is not taken into account and algorithm decides based
on heurestic information. Only in this case we have got in fact the greedy algorithm.
When β = 0, we do not consider heurestic value of the components because is what cost
the component has. Then, the algorithm strongly looses its performance because it is not
guided for the best solutions. These are not the only options for tuning our ACS algorithm,
another very usefull technique is to include local search into the game.
2.2.6 ACS and Local Search
ACS as optimization algorithm is good enough for simple problems, but for harder prob-
lems like for TSP with 100 cities it cannot give us satisfactory results. ACS belongs to
constructive heuristic approach. Constructive heuristics are aproximate algorithms which
are starting from empty solution and iteratively building until whole solution is constructed.
On the other side, there are improvement heuristics (where local search belongs) which
are perfect complement with construction heurestics. Improvement heuristics starts from
already generated initial solution and they are trying to improve this solution by trying
small changes in it’s neighborhood. Definition of the neigborhood over the search space
is most crucial part of the improvement heuristics because algorithm has to know how to
generate solutions which are in the neighborhood of the initial solution. For instance, for
TSP, it can be defined 2-opt neigborhood where mostly two edges to the cities can change
from original solution. Neighborhood where mostly k edges can change is called k-opt.
Local search algorithms which were described in the section 2.1 are clasified as tour
improvement heuristics. It has been shown [9] that ACS together with local search algo-
rihtms can compete with other widely used optimization methods. ACS algorithm is then
extended in the way that after each solution of the ant is constructed, more accurate local
search is applied on it to find improving solution.
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initialization;
while termination!=true do
for i← 1 to steps do
ConstructAllSolutions;
Local search;
LocalUpdate;
end
GlobalUpdate;
end
Algorithm 3: ACS with local search
2.2.7 ACO Applications
The ACO algorithms were applied on many combinatorial problems, most of them are NP-
hard problems. Many of the applications are using some of more advanced ACO algorihtms
like ACS, MMAS or Rank-based AS. The algorithms which are tunned using also problem
specific local search algorithm are belonging to the best performance algorithms.
To the problems where ACO was applied belong assignment problems like Course
timetabling, Graph coloring, Quadratic assignment. From the routing problems its of course
TSP, sequential ordering, vehicle routing. ACO was also applied to project schedulling and
Neural networks. Another field where ACO was applied is bioinformatics - ACO was ap-
plied in protein folding and DNA sequencing. More complete overview can be found in
[11]. This overview shows that ACO algorihtms belong pretty much to general purpose
algorithms and in many cases can compete with them and beat them.
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Chapter 3
Drools Planner
In this chapter, we will take closer look on Drools Planner [5] which is a project under
development of JBoss comunity as a part of Drools project [4]. Drools Planner is an
open source engine for solving optimization problems. Optimizations problem can be seen
everwhere in everybody’s daily life – when you get assigned shift at work, when you get to
the airport and get your gate assignment or when pack your luggage for vacation. Drools
planner helps to solve not only these problems more efficiently. Drools Planner usage consist
in three main steps. First, problem model specification second, specification of the score
rules and third, configuration of selected optimization algoritm. Under the hood of Drools
Planner is wide implementation of heuristics and metaheuristics optimization algorithms
with many adjustable options together with score calculation by Drools Expert.
In Section 3.1, we explain how to define optimization problem. In Section 3.2, are
described the solver configuration it’s essential parts - selector, acceptor and forager. Section
3.5 is oriented for Score calculation and what role Drolls Expert plays in it. Section 3.3.1
explains how generation of the move works, what types of moves we have, how to write
custom move etc. Section 3.3 is fully focused on implemented optimization algorithms in
particular Brute force, construction heuristics and metaheuristics algorithms.
3.1 Problem Definition
The nice part of using Drools Planner is that configuration is not complicated. First and
essential stuff we need to do is to define our problem. The problem model is represented
in Drools Planner by Java classes. In this chapter we use different example to explain how
to define problem model. Consider problem of N-queens [15]. The problem is defined as
following. Place queens on the chessboard in such positions that no two queens will be able
to attack each other. We need to determine these classes:
Problem fact is such class which does not change during planning. Problem fact is usually
planning variable. For example, in our n-queens example, there is problem fact Row
which does not change during planning. The amount of the rows is the same during
solving of the problem. What does change is position of the queens on the row but
not the row itself. The problem fact does not need any planner specific code.
Planning entity is a class which changes during planning. As was stated above, the queen
changes it’s position during solving therefore queen is planning entity. One problem
definition has usually only one planning entity class but it has more planning entity
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class instances. Planning entity has also 1 or more defining properties. For instance,
each queen is defined by its position in the column on the chessboard. Planning entity
contains also 1 or more planning variables which are described next.
Planning variables are properties of planning entity. For the n-queens problem, there is
row planning variable. We are trying to determine the best position on the row for
each queen not to break any hard contraint.
Planning values is arange of values which can be assigned to the planning variables. The
value range can be discrete (in 4-queens from (1, ..., 4)) or continues (double between
0.0 to 1.0). Value range is the same for all instances of the same entity and each
entity has its own value range.
N-Queens Example Based on the above defined domain classes we will now define model
for Drools Planner. The Listings 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 in this section are taken from example
application of the Drools Planner.
Queen
+column
+row
Row
+index
N-Queens
+score
Planning variablePlanning entity
* 1
Solution
<<interface>>
Figure 3.1: N-Queens domain model
Figure 3.1 shows domain model for the problem of n-queens. First, we identified a
planning variable which does not change during planning. In this case, it is a row. Row
has relation one to many with a planning entity which is queen. Each queen can exist at
the same time on one row and on the row we may have placed more queens, even it is
not valid solution. Rows have only one property index and queen is defined by properties
row and column. Because queens has fixed column and we can move them only in rows,
the property column is from the planning perspective obsolete and we can obey it in the
following text.
When defining planning entity and planning variable, we need to let to know to Drools
Planner their definitions 3.1. For definition the keywords @PlanningEntity and @Planning-
Variable are used. It is also usefull to specify directly the value range for defined planning
variables. There are two types of value ranges – FROM SOLUTION PROPERTY where
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range is same for all instances of planning entity (queens are moving on the rows of the
same chessboard) FROM PLANNING ENTITY where each planning entity has its own
range (students are signed in only to some courses not all of them).
In these definitions, there is one hidden problem. If you restrict the value range of one
instance of the planning entity we artificially create hard built-in constraint which is not
controlled by the Drools Planner. This can lead to less diversity in generated solutions
which can be good or bad depends on the modelled problem. There is also a possibility
to combine these two types of value ranges (from solution property and planning entity).
When solution cannot be found within a specified value range, it is good when algorithm
has a chance to search in all values ranges. This can bring it to good feasible solution in
later phases of the algorithm.
There are many other settings for planning entity and variable, like you can set up
preference or weight on the values so the planning algorithm knows which values are more
likely to satisfy a planning entity. For more options, refer to [5].
1 @PlanningEntity
2 pub l i c c l a s s Queen {
3
4 pr i va t e Row row ;
5 @PlanningVariable
6 @ValueRange ( type = ValueRangeType .FROM SOLUTION PROPERTY, so lu t i onPrope r ty
= ” rowList ” )
7 pub l i c Row getRow ( ) {
8 re turn row ;
9 }
10
11 . . .
12 }
Listing 3.1: Planning entity and variable definition
The solution class depicted in Listing 3.1 covers both Queen and Row class into one
logical unit. Such solution class needs to implement the interface Solution so Drools
Planner is be able to commnicate with our model in Listing 3.2. In order to implement
Solution interface, we need to implement methods getProblemFacts (line 10-18), getScore
(line 20), setScore (line 24) and cloneSolution. Method getProblemFacts is used only
in the case that the score calculation is made by the Drools. All variables returned by this
method are taken in consideration when calculating the score.
Methods getScore and setScore are implemented in order of keep score for the plan-
ning problem, description of possible score implementations will be discussed later in Section
3.5. CloneSolution method is used when a new best solution is found. The deep copy
of the best solution is made only for planning entities, i.e., Queens are copied with their
property information about their position on the chessboard.
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1 pub l i c c l a s s NQueens implements So lut ion<SimpleScore >() {
2
3 pr i va t e i n t n ;
4 //Planning v a r i a b l e s − Problem f a c t s
5 pr i va t e Lis t<Column> columnList ; // Def in ing property
6 pr i va t e Lis t<Row> rowList ;
7 // Planning en t i t y
8 pr i va t e Lis t<Queen> queenList ;
9
10 pub l i c Co l l e c t i on <? extends Object> getProblemFacts ( ) {
11
12 List<Object> f a c t s = new ArrayList<Object>() ;
13 f a c t s . addAll ( columnList ) ;
14 f a c t s . addAll ( rowList ) ;
15
16 re turn f a c t s ;
17
18 }
19
20 pub l i c SimpleScore getScore ( ) {
21 . . .
22 }
23
24 pub l i c SimpleScore s e tSco r e ( SimpleScore s co r e ) {
25 . . .
26 }
27 }
Listing 3.2: N-Queens solution class
3.2 Solver Configuration
We have already defined planning problem model and demonstrated how to implement our
Nqueens class inherited from the Solution interface. Next we need to configure the solver.
There are two ways how to configure the solver – by XML file and by Java API. Because
it is recomended to use The XML configuration, we will show only this option here.
The Solver configuration using XML file makes us free to easily switch between used
optimization algorithms and their configurations. In Listing 3.3, there is shown an example
of a configuration for N-Queens problem. The first part of the solver configuration is our
problem model specification. In the section 3.1, we defined the NQueens class which is the
heart of our model implementation. To let to know the Drools Planner which class is pro-
viding the methods for the problem solving we need to specify it in the solver configuration
file (line 5). Besides that we need to also specify planning entity class for solver (line 6).
The next part of configuration is score calculation definition described in Section 3.5
(line 9-12) and configuration of optimization algorithm itself (line 14 - 17), described in
Section 3.3.
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1 <?xml ve r s i on=” 1 .0 ” encoding=”UTF−8”?>
2 <s o l v e r>
3
4 < !−− Def ine the model −−>
5 <s o l u t i onC l a s s>examples . nqueens . domain . NQueens</ s o l u t i onC l a s s>
6 <p lann ingEnt i tyClas s>examples . nqueens . domain . Queen</ p lann ingEnt i tyClas s>
7
8 < !−− Def ine the s co r e func t i on −−>
9 <s co r eD i r e c to rFac to ry>
10 <s co r eDe f in i t i onType>SIMPLE</ sco reDe f in i t i onType>
11 <s co r eDr l>examples /nqueens/ s o l v e r /nQueensScoreRules . d r l</ sco r eDr l>
12 </ s co r eD i r e c to rFac to ry>
13
14 < !−− Conf igure the opt imiza t i on a lgor i thm ( s ) −−>
15 <te rminat ion> . . .</ terminat ion>
16 <c on s t r u c t i o nHeu r i s t i c> . . .</ c on s t r u c t i o nHeu r i s t i c>
17 <l o c a l S ea r ch> . . .</ l o c a l S ea r ch>
18 </ s o l v e r>
Listing 3.3: Solver configuration
3.3 Optimization Algorithm Configuration
The solver runs configured optimization algorithms. Only one solver can run at the time but
you can run more optimization algorithms in solver configuration sequentially and therefore
improve your results by combining different optimization techniques. Every time, when new
best solution is found, the solver fires an event which allows the user application to catch the
solution and handle it. In this section we describe local search algorithm implementation.
The future implementations of the optimization algorithms must be implemented with
respect to this principle.
Each algorithm in Drools Planner is represented by the SolverPhase. Only one Solver-
Phase is running at the same time and when one SolverPhase terminates next SolverPhase
can run (depends on solver configuration). Inside the SolverPhase, there are iteratively
running 3 nested scopes – phase scope, step scope and move scope. Phase and step scopes
are added to the Solver event listener, which ensures distribution of information about
started/ended phase or step to the inner components of the algorithm. The first layer
is a phase scope. Inside phase scope is iteratively running step scope. For example, one
step scope represents one evaluation of the generation of genetic algorithm. Phase scope
is always storing information about the last completed step scope. Last nested scope is
the move scope. In each step, possible moves are generated by move selector. Next, the
moves are then filtered by acceptor. The final decision of the selected move depends on the
forager. Each of these three components will be explained in the following sections.
3.3.1 Move Selector
In this section, we will explain how move selector works. Move is a change from one solution
to another different solution. How big this change is depends only on our configuration. We
can generate move which makes only small change to the solution so called fine – grained
moves or move will cause more significant change in the solution which is called coarse –
grained moves. The new solution which was generated from the previous one by a single
move is called neighborhood solution. Specification of the neighborhood of the solution is
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essential part of the optimization algorithm configuration. By defined moves, we should be
able to reach any solution of the problem, otherwise we are forcing optimization algorithm
to skip some subset of the search space and therefore we may get worse results than when
we have neigborhood moves specified properly.
In Drools Planner, there is this move selection procedure implemented by the move
selector. Move selector creates set of possible moves and optimalization algorithm will use
it for iterating in subset of moves which are in subset of the most promising solutions. The
move selector never creates full set of possible moves. Instead, we can determine when the
subset of moves will be created and how. These are two main parameters for move selector
specification. The move selector is configured by a selection tree shown in Listing 3.4. In
the Drools Planner some common types of move selectors are already implemented. Below
we describe some of them.
• unionMoveSelector Picks one of its childs as a move.
• changeMoveSelector It selects one planning entity and one planning value and as-
signs one planning variable to that value. It is neccesary for optimization algorithms
to be able to generate all possible solutions.
• swapMoveSelector - Selects 2 different planning entities and swaps planning values
of all their planning variables.
• entityMoveSelector and valueMoveSelector Selects planning entity or value.
• pillarSwapMoveSelector - Pillar is a set of planning entities with same planning
values for all their planning variables. This move selector takes 2 pillars and swaps
values of all their variables.
Next we look at some usefull properties of the move selection in the Drools Planner.
Custom moves Besides already implemented move selectors we can implement our own
moves. All starts with implementation of the Move interface. It has to notify the
ScoreDirector about any changes on the planning variables by methods beforeVari-
ableChanged() and afterVariableChanged(). Also method undoMove() needs to be
implemented to let the optimization algorithm to evaluate solution and go back to
evaluate another solution with another move. Custom Move class has to also imple-
ment methods getPlanningEntities() and getPlanningValues() which are called
everytime when the move changes multiple planning entities and return a list of all
entities and values. Last method to be implemented is equal() and hashcode(), the
moves which makes the same change on the solution must be equal.
Cache type Almost every selector supports caching of its selections. They differ on when
are they created and how long they persist. Cache type solver is created at the
beginning of the algorithm run. It cannot be used for selections which are changed
in every step because for most of the algorithms in each step the new set of possible
moves is available. Cache type phase creates selection list on the begginning of the
phase. Again it cannot be used everwhere because selections are changing. Cache type
step creates selection at the begginning of the step. As all previous ones it has bad
impact on memory requirements. Cache type just in time is default configuration
of the move selector and it creates selection just as they are needed.
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Selection order Is an order in which the generated moves are iterated. Optimization
algorithm iterates trough the subset of selection, so the order in which moves are
evaluated is critical. Possible options are original, random (it is default and one move
can be selected multipletimes) and shuﬄed.
Selection filter Selection filter needs to be used to eliminate nonsense moves and to fil-
ter moves which are breaking built-in hard constraints. The filter can be set up at
any level of selection but for the performance reasons, it is best to filter the selec-
tions as deep as possible. To create our own filter, we need to implement interface
SelectionFilter and it’s method accept() which returns false if the selection should
be eliminated.
Probability selection Probability selection offers selection of moves based on pseudo-
random generation of coincidence moves. This mechanism is widely used in meta-
heuristic algorithms. To implement probability selector we need to implement the
SelectionProbablityMoveFactory interface and implement its method createProb-
abilityWeight which assigns weight for entity based on the score or our own equation.
ProbablityMoveSelector is the class which then creates cache of the moves and their
weights stored inside the NavigableMap. NavigableMap returns the closest matches
of the given search target. The moves are selected based on the generated random
number which is passed to the NavigableMap. The NavigableMap returns the Move
which is closest to the search target.
Listing 3.4 shows one of the possible configurations for the move selection. The root
of the tree is unionMoveSelector (line 1) which sets up just in time cache and random
selection order. UnionMoveSelector picks selection from the list which was generated by
changeMoveSelector or swapMoveSelector (lines 4 and 9). SwapMoveSelector has two
times higher possibility to be used by setting it’s probablity weight value (line 10).
1 <unionMoveSelector>
2 <cacheType>JUST IN TIME</cacheType>
3 <s e l e c t i onOrde r>RANDOM</ s e l e c t i onOrde r>
4 <changeMoveSelector>
5 <f i x edProbab i l i tyWeight>1 .0</ f ixedProbab i l i tyWeight>
6 <ent i tyMoveSe l ec tor> . . .</ ent i tyMoveSe l ec tor>
7 <valueMoveSelector> . . .</ valueMoveSelector>
8 </ changeMoveSelector>
9 <swapMoveSelector>
10 <f i x edProbab i l i tyWeight>2 .0</ f ixedProbab i l i tyWeight>
11 </ swapMoveSelector>
12 </unionMoveSelector>
Listing 3.4: Move selection tree
3.3.2 Acceptor
When a move is selected, optimization algorithm specific acceptor is used. Acceptor takes
move and checks whether it is valid with the specified conditions. If move is accepted by the
acceptor it is going to the next level which is forager described in the next Section. Each
optimization algorithm has its specific implementation of the acceptor. Next, we describe
different acceptors for local search algorithms.
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Tabu search acceptor Tabu search algorithm described in Section 2.1, creates a tabu list
for all accepted solutions. Drools Planner offers many options how to set up the tabu
list. Solution tabu makes a list of solutions which were recently used and eliminates
all moves which are present in the tabu list. Move tabu makes tabu list from recent
steps. Undo Move tabu puts undo moves into the tabu list. Drools Planner has
also implemented tabu lists for entities and valus which were recently used. Tabu
search acceptor can also combine parameters together. Bigger solution tabu list can
eliminate the big disadvantage of the local search of getting stuck in the local optima.
Simulated annealing acceptor Simulated annealing algorithm described in Section 2.1,
changes its behavior during the solving. In the beginning, when the temperature
parameter is high, it behaves more like exploration algorithm accepting with some
chance also non-improving solutions. As temperature is decreasing in time, the algo-
rithm starts to look more locally by accepting solutions with highest score. Parameter
temperature is set up in simulated annealing for both hard and soft constraints.
Late acceptance acceptor Late acceptance accepts only solutions which are better than
the best one and solutions of the specified steps ago.
In this section we looked on acceptors and their configuration options. It is also possible
to combine, for instance, tabu search and simulated annealing options together. We can
change algorithm behavior such that behaves slightly more explorative by higher tempera-
ture, eliminating recently use planning entities and so on. The best configuration depends
on a kind of problem we deal with and it needs to be tested to find out the best configuration
for the best algorithm convergence.
3.3.3 Forager
When the move is accepted by the acceptor it goes to the final decider – forager. The
default behavior is that forager picks every accepted move and evaluates all of them. Then
the move with the highest score is selected. This behavior is sufficient with relatively small
problems like N-Queens problem, defined earlier in this chapter, but for real word problems
is not efficient, because the algorithm can get stucked in the local optima.
Subset selection is powerfull parameter to determine how many of the gathered moves
are evaluated. With huge search space, evaluation of every possible solution significantly
decreases algorithm performance. And by testing, we can find out that evaluation of just
a small subset of the possible solutions can bring the same results.
Forager can pick up move earlier in the step, before he gathers all the moves. Parameter
for picking early type has three options. The first one is NEVER which is the default option
and chooses the highest score found from all moves. FIRST-BEST-SCORE-IMPROVING
takes the first move which is better than the best score and does not evaluate the rest.
FIRST-LAST-STEP-SCORE-IMPROVING takes the first move which improves the last
step scope.
3.3.4 Termination
Drools Planner offers various ways how to set up the termination of the solver. Time based
termination supports termination of the solver in specified miliseconds, seconds, minutes
or hours. Score based termination is best to use if you know the optimal score, you can
determine score also separately for hard and soft constraints. Another supported types is
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step based termination and unimproved step count termination where solver phase stops
after specified number of steps. It is also possible to use logical operators to combine, for
instance, time – based termination and score – based termination.
3.4 Other Implemented Optimization Algorithms
In the above sections we presented local search algorithm implementation in the Drools
Planner. The Drools Planner also supports two more types of the algorithms – brute
force and contruction heuristic. We will describe them here briefly because they use similar
components like local search.
Brute force algorithm [14] searches all possible options in the search space. It is very
inefficient but it is good to use for demonstration purposes. Construction heuristic algorithm
starts from uninitialized solution. After construction heuristic initialize single solution it
terminates. Therefore construction heuristic is used for pre-searching the solution for local
search algorithms. The main implementation difference is in move selector. Construction
heuristic initializes its entities one by one when local search move selectors are initializing
the entities in undetermined order.
3.5 Score Calculation
Score is a result of fitness function defined for certain problem. Every solution in the
Drools Planner has a score. The output of the Solver is solution with the highest score
found during optimization. Score is in the Drools Planner represented by ScoreDirector
component, which holds the score for a single solution.
Score in the Drools Planner is not necessary simple value. Score constraint is one part of
the score. Score can have many score constraints. If one score constraint influence the other
constraint and it does not matter how many times it is broken, we say the score constraints
are not in the same level. We distinguish between hard score constraints level,which cannot
be broken, and soft constraints level. For instance, nurse cannot have 2 shifts assigned at
the same time is a hard constraint. The nurses happines is the soft constraint. Drools
Planner offers possibility to define hard and soft constraints and as many as needed for the
problem model. Also it is possible to assign weight to the score constraints. The type of the
score for the ScoreDirector is determined by the implemented Score interface. We can
use predefined implementations of the Score interface or we can implement our own. Due
to big variability of the score in the Drools Planner the only valid manipulation with the
score is comparison. Each Score interface implementation supports compareTo() method,
so we are always able to compare two scores.
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Chapter 4
Ant Colony Optimization
Metaheuristic In Drools Planner
In this chapter, we introduce design proposal for the ACO metaheuristic for implementa-
tion into Drools Planner. The aim of this work is to integrate a new algorithm into the
Drools Planner and reuse already implemented components if possible. Implemented ACO
metaheuristic will be a basis for specific ACO algorithms. We introduced ACO algorithms
in the section 2.2. In this chapter we propose a design of general ACO metaheuristic and
analyze the components which differs in each aco application.
Section 4.1 explains why do we implement ACO. In the Section 4.2 we describe require-
ments for ACO algorithm. In the Section 4.3 we show the high level overview of ACO
metaheuristic design inside Drools Planner. In section 4.5 the component of solution con-
struction will be explained and which main components are used. Section 4.9 introduces
Pheromone updater as the component for pheromone manipulation.
4.1 Why Ant Colony Optimization
In this section we explain, why we prefer implementation of ACO metaheuristic over other
methods. We considered well known heuristics and we were interested in area of nature –
inspired algorithms which is not covered by already implemented methods. As only cur-
rently implemented nature-inspired algorithm in Drools Planner, we can consider Simu-
lated annealing algorithm which belongs to nature-inspired algorithms but does not have a
memory which would an algorithm use to learn from previous solutions found. As a very
succesfull representative of evolutionary algorithms, we considered genetic algoritms, evolu-
tionary strategies and swarm optimization. Because implementation of genetic algorithm,
as representative of evolutionary algorithms, is currently in progress by other researches,
we focus on another heuristic algorithm inspired by nature – the Ant colony optimization
algorithms which were introduced in the Section 2.2.
4.2 Analysis of Current State and Requirements
Currently Drools Planner has implemented many variants of local search algorithms and
construction heuristic algorithms which were explained in the chapter 3. Drools Planner
implements heuristics of three kinds. Brute search method, set of improvement methods
which starts from already initialized solution, like simulated annealing, tabu search, hill
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climbing or late acceptance. Third is set of construction methods containing best fit, best
fit decreasing, first fit and first fit decreasing. After we described the principles of the Drools
Planner in the chapter 3, we are able now identify requirements for ACO implementation
in Drools Planner. ACO algorithm must satisfy the following requirements:
• Implement entire solver phase and step scope enviroment described in the section 3.3.
• Reuse score calculation implemented in Drools Planner to be able to use fast score
calculation with Drools Expert.
• Provide to the solver phase best found solution.
• Allow to configure its input parameters in the same configuration file as configuration
of entire solver.
4.3 High Level Proposal of ACO Into Drools Planner
In this section we introduce high level design for ACO, which was chosen for implementation
into Drools Planner. ACO has many variants, each adapted for specific set of optimization
problems. The basic idea of our solution is to implement into Drools Planner basic ACO
metaheuristic from which other ACO algorithm variants can be extended. Figure 4.1 shows
the basic overview of ACO integration design into the Drools Planner. ACO will use current
internal logic of the Drools Planner (green fields), that means logic for algorithm operation,
score evaluation and termination, and it will add ACO specific components (pink fields)
– probabilistic decision component for solution generation, component for ants initialization
and components for pheromones evaporation and updates.
The algorithm in the Figure 4.1 works as follows. In the beginning solver phase of
ACO is created. Each start of the ACO algorithm requires initialization of the ants which
includes creation of the colony and setting up ants memory. After initialization step of
the algorithm starts. All ants initialize one entity of their solution. Some versions of ACO
(like ACS) here ads the local pheromone update, where each ant lays down pheromone on
the path which was just constructed. Other version of the ACO (like AS) skip this step.
Solution construction repeats until all the ants initialized their solutions. Best solution from
all of the ants solutions is chosen and passed to the Solver. If phase is not yet terminated,
i.e. termination criteria were not satisfied – like time spend in the solver phase or attained
score reached, all solver phase repeats. It starts with cleaning memory of the ants so they
are able to construct new solutions and use now available pheromone information.
4.4 ACO is Population – Based Algorithm
We considered the following problem. In the Section 3.5, we explained ScoreDirector com-
ponent which wraps the working solution and keeps state of the score. In Drools Planner,
the currently implemented optimization algorithms are all single solution based algorithms.
Single solution methods are methods when they produce only one solution for evaluation
during one iteration of the algorithm. Therefore, Drools Planner always keeps one working
ScoreDirector per solver phase to keep that solution.
In our solution, we need to implement population based algorithm where each ant is
constructing its own solution. We propose for each ant to keep its own ScoreDirector which
is assigned to the ants in the beggining of the solver phase during ants initialization, and
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Figure 4.1: Overview of proposed design.
is reset each time when complete solution is initialized and best solution from all solutions
chosen.
Drools Planner assumes that the Solver will work with one ScoreDirector only. We first
set up the ScoreDirector of the actual ant as working ScoreDirector then we will extract
entities from current ants solution to the solver. After these steps, solver will be ready to
generate moves for our current ant. This solution is proposed based on no or little change
in the Drools Planner core. In fact the way of setting each time ants ScoreDirectors for
working ScoreDirector may be possible performance problem for Drools Planner.
To avoid situation of repeatedly extracting each ant solution to the solver we need to
change Solver component. In our solution solver component holds one working ScoreDi-
rector. We propose to have a collection of ScoreDirectors which size would be allocated at
the beginning of the solver phase, so no ScoreDirector switching context is needed. In our
solution we first try the first variant of setting working ScoreDirector by each ant because
it will not influence the current internal Solver logic.
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4.5 Solution Costruction
Because we do not have any solution at the beginning of the optimization process, the
solution construction is part of the ACO algorithm. The ants are constructing solutions
iteratively and independently on each other. Each ant builds next step of solution based
on its current state. On the beginning, each ant has a list of possible moves from its
current state based on problem constraints and components initialized by the ant so far.
For each move the probability of move selection is calculated. The final move is chosen
with probability calculated in the previous step.
We decide solution construction component will be Decider which constructs one step
of each ant solution. The list of possible moves for an ant will be generated by the Move
selector component. Value selector will next calculate the probability of the selected moves.
All moves will be then given to the Forager which will select one move as a resulting move
for each ant.
4.5.1 Decider
Decider is the main component in the solution construction phase and its output is one
selected move for each of the ants based on their previous state. Decider’s role is to manage
decision about the next step to be done. Decider is called by the solver phase each step
until all solutions are initialized. During each call the decider adds one move to each ant
solution.
4.5.2 Move Selection
In the section 3.3.1, we described Move selection in Drools Planner. Solution costruction
for ACO algorithm starts with move selection. As we have ensured, the proper solution is
set up in the solver. we now define move selection component. Move selection component
function is first generating all possible moves for current state of the ant, then it calculates
probability of choosing each move, then move will be selected according to the probability.
In Drools Planner there already exists support for move selection, we take that components
from Drools Planner and we adjust them to give properly moves to the ants.
4.5.3 Move Evaluation
In the Section 3.5 we introduced how score calculation for the move works in Drools Planner.
Our solution uses this score calculation. After move selector creates a move it calculates
its score by applying the move in the working ScoreDirector. After score of the move is
calculated, the move is saved and the move selector creates another move. When move
selector creates all the possible moves, probability for each move can be calculated.
4.5.4 Probability Calculation
ACO algorithms may differ in a way how probability function is defined. In Sections 2.2.2
and 2.2.4, we specified basic probability functions for AS and ACS respectively. We decided
to use equation defined for Ant system 4.1 in the beginning. Probability function for the
ACS can be included later as an extension. We set alpha (pheromone factor) and beta
(heuristic factor) as input parameters of the algorithm. As a heuristic value, we take
calculated score of the move, which we get from move evaluation 4.5.3. Pheromone value is
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taken from pheromones table, which will be described later in this chapter. After probability
for the move selection is calculated, move is passed to the Forager component.
pi,j =
{
(τi,j)
α·(ηi,j)βP
k∈S(τi,k)α·(ηi,k)β
, if (i, j) ∈ S
0, otherwise
(4.1)
4.5.5 Forager
For the next steps of the algorithm we need a component which will make selection of the
move from the cache of available moves. As a prerequisite, we need to have calculated
all move probabilities from the previous step. Forager was introduced in the Section 5.4
as component of local search algorithm. We decided to reuse the Forager because it is
suitable for our solution. For the selection of the move, we propose proportional selection
algorithm [6], which is also called roulette-wheel selection. In roulette-wheel selection,
we first normalize the probability of each move to 1 by dividing each probability by the
total probability. Then rulette looks like a pie chart where the biggest piece is associated
with move with highest probability. Then we generate a random number which simulates
spinning roulette wheel with the ball. The selected pocket of the roulette gives the ant the
move to select.
4.6 Algorithm Structure
In the Section 3.3, we introduced the nested scopes of the solver phase. This design is
used for ACO metaheuristic as well. ACO SolverPhase contains the main components from
the Figure 4.1, namely decider, ants initializer, colony of ants and pheromone updater.
Figure 4.2 shows the class diagram for Solver phase, phase scope, step scope and move
scope. SolverPhase contains objects AntsInitializer a Colony which represents population
of the ants. Next, SolverPhase contains decider component for solution construction and
Pheromone component which keeps the pheromone logic. Each SolverPhase has one Phase
Scope which contains nested StepScope. StepScope contains current move selected in the
step. Each StepScope have assigned as many MoveScopes as generated moves for the current
solution. MoveScope contains move which represents, undoMove for returning changes on
the ScoreDirector, score of the move, index of the move and probability of move selection.
4.7 Colony Of Ants
In ACO metaheuristic, the role of artificial independent agent is taken by an artificial ant.
The artificial ant takes advantage of the biological ant which is able to deposit pheromones
on its trail. We propose in this work to model the ants as an independent agent which
is able to hold its own state and it is able to empty his memory to start new solution
construction. Ants will be organized in a colony which keeps a reference of the best ant of
current step as can be seen on Figure 4.3. The number of the ants in the colony for current
solver phase is determined by the input parameter of the colony size.
State of the artificial ant is given by the set of building blocks which ant constructed
so far. Each time when an ant initialized all building blocks and pheromones are updated,
the state is cleared and the ant starts to construct building blocks again.
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MoveScope
+move: Move
+undoMove: Move
+score: Score
+moveIndex: int
+probability: double
StepScope
+step: Move
PhaseScope
+solverScope: SolverScope
1 *1 *
SolverPhase
+antsInitializer: AntsInitializer
+colony: Colony
+decider: Decider
+pheromone: Pheromone
1
1
Figure 4.2: ACO Algorithm structure overview.
Ant
+scoreDirector: ScoreDirector
+id: int
+currentEntity: Object
+score: Score
+stepIndex: int
+emptyMemory()
Colony
+bestAnt: Ant1 *
Figure 4.3: Colony of ants.
4.8 Pheromones Representation
Necessary part of the pheromones logic is the pheromone representation. Pheromones needs
to represent the specified solution to know how the specific compomnent was preferred in the
past by all ants [2]. Pheromones are basically providing mapping of important properties
of the solution to their desirability.
We considered three options how to approach to this problem. First, we proposed to
create 2-dimensional array to keep pheromones as a solution description for the ants. We
considered only limited set of optimization problems like TSP or job schedulling where
the valuable facts about solution can be formed into the pair of variables. Later, during
implementation we discovered, that it is not possible to map all facts, which are important
when considering optimization problem pheromones representation, into the 2-dimensional
array for all planning problems.
Selection of pheromone representation for the particular problem is higly intuitive pro-
cess. For example, considering a knapsack problem, pheromone representation would be
represented by one dimensional array where each item of the array represents one item to
place into the knapsack. Higher pheromones would be assigned to the items which were
selected to include into the solution. For the TSP problem, pheromones are represented
by 2-dimensional array of the cities where pheromones express desirability that ant goes
from one city to another. For the graph colouring type of problem [16, 1] it is common
to represent pheromone as 3-dimensional array where pheromones represents desirability
of pair of the nodes to be assigned to the same color. Therefore we decided to not to use
fixed array as pheromone representation because the pheromone representation is part of
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the ACO algorithm which is unique and not possible to unify.
We considered two options here. One is to implement into the solver an universal al-
gorithm which would recognize the problem valuable facts and created unique pheromone
representation for each problem. In [13], Montgomery, Randall and Hendtlass are pro-
possing such universal model which is able to decide, based on the identification of key
features of the solution, which pheromone representation describes the solution. Their
model is assigning same pheromone representations to the common planning problems as
many applications of ACO.
Second option we considered was to use intuitive way. The User decides which pheromone
representation to use for a particular problem. The advantage of this option is that it is
straightforward the user will get exactly what he defines. We decided to use the second
option that is to have pheromone representation as input configuration for the algorithm.
Automatic pheromone representation for ACO is very interesting option but too compli-
cated. It could be a valuable extenion in the future versions. The current design allows
such extension to be simply added.
4.9 Pheromones Updating
Whole lifecycle the ACO algorithm keeps its pheromones up-to-date. ACO algorithms
differs in the way how this update is made, as we described in Section 2.2.2. Different
algorithms requires different frequency and ways how to update pheromones. For example
Ant system algorithm performs global update of the pheromones after solutions of all ants
are initialized. Ant colony System algorithm has local updating policy. The local update
is performed after each initialized component the ant lays down the pheromone. Global
update is performed only by the best ant of the step. Max-min ant system is working with
a range of the deposited pheromone – it never goes under or upper the limit.
In our solution, we propose to construct different type of updater for each type of
supported algorithm. All updaters are implementing the same interface which is ensuring
uniform pheromone updates and evaporation. In Figure 4.4 there the basic concept is
shown. SolverPhase communicates with PheromonesUpdater class which will be able to
evaporate and deposit pheromones on the trails. Pheromones updater contains Pheromones
object which is an instance provided by the user for the pheromone representation.
AcoMetaheuristicSolverPhase
+colony: Colony
+updater: PheromoneUpdater
-initialization()
-construct_solutions()
-pheromone_update()
PheromonesUpdater
+pheromones: Pheromones
+deposit(solverphase:SolverPhase)
+evaporate()
Figure 4.4: Class model of Pheromone updater.
4.10 Step Best Score Comparator
Each ant makes one move during each step. This new move is evaluated and added to
the ant’s partial solution. We want to keep track of the best ant of the colony during
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construction of one step for the logging purposes. We propose to reuse BestSolutionRecaller
component which is used to keep for solver best solution found so far. When compare two
solutions, BestSolutionRecaller behaves based on following rules:
• Solution with less uninitialized variables is always better than solution with more
uninitialized variables.
• If both solutions has the same number of uninitialized variables than solution with
highest score wins.
Solution with less uninitialized variables is always better than solution with more unini-
tialized variables because even partially initialized solution is better than no solution.
4.11 Input Overview
Our solution keeps the standard input/output solution introduced in the Section 3.1 and
Listing 3.3 – the model based problem and the solver XML configuration file. We add into
xml configuration file parameters for setting up ACO metaheuristic which are size of the
colony of ants, heuristic factor, pheromone factor and evaporation factor as introduced in
the Section 2.2.2.
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Chapter 5
Implementation
Our solution was implemented according to design presented in Chapter 4. First, we im-
plemented basic Ant system algorithm. After testing the main components for solution
construction and pheromones updating, we added support for Ant colony system algorithm
which required extension for pheromones updating (ACS has different global update and
extra local updates) and also we added support for greedy move selection which is together
with the probabilistic selection of Ant System providing the functionality to ACS.
In 5.1 we introduce overview of implemented components. Section 5.2 is describing the
implementation of move selection. Sections 5.3 and 5.3 show implementation of probabilistic
selection used for both AS and ACS. In Section 5.4 we explain implementation of greedy
move selection, which is used by ACS algorithm. In 5.5 we introduce pheromones and how
their are handled for different optimization problems. Section 5.6 describes problems during
implementation which were not mentioned before.
5.1 Solution
Figure 5.1 shows simplified overview of our solution implementation. Input of the algo-
rithm consist of configuration file for solver, model of our planning problem (concept was
introduced in 3.1) and pheromone evaluator (will be introduced later in this chapter). In
configuration file are specified all input parameters of the algorithm and all necesarry set-
tings for the Drools Planner. This concept was introduced in 4.11. For purpose of ant
colony optimization, algorithm reguires following parameters:
• Size of the colony, which determine how many ants will be constructing solution.
• Evaporation parameter and heuristic factor, which sets up how much ants prefer score
against pheromone during probabilistic calculation of the move.
• Greedy parameter, which says with how big probability algorithm will choose greedy
move selection against probabilistic move selection (ACS only).
• Local evaporation parameter to set up how much local updating will influence desir-
ability of selected move (ACS only).
The main class which is leading the algorithm is SolverPhase. SolverPhase main function
is to initialize colony of ants when needed, determine when the termination criteria were met
and setting up the best ant of each initialized solution. After ants are initialized, algorithm
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enters into the step part. Each step of the algorithm all ants initialize one planning variable
of their solution. After all planning variables are initialized, best ant’s solution is compared
with global best solution and pheromones are updated respectively.
Each step of solution construction starts with the Decider. Decider is component, which
takes each ant and assign to the ant move based on selected move selection policy. Decider
gives control to EntityPlacer which chooses next entity to be initialized. For each planning
variable of the entity ValuePlacer is called. ValuePlacer creates all possible moves for the
current planning variable. With help of Forager ValuePlacer chooses the move to be selected
and the move is passed back to the Decider. ACO currently implements two kind of move
selection policy. For Ant system only probabilistic move selection is applied, Ant system
colony is using additionally greedy move selection.
Model Evaluator Input
SolverColony
Ant
SolverConﬁg.xml
PheromoneEvaluator
Forager ValuePlacer
EntityPlacer
Decider
SolverPhaseAntsInitializer Pheromones
Solution
Figure 5.1: Simplified solution implementation.
5.2 Move Selection
After ant has extracted its ScoreDirector to the solver, move selector will be called, the ant
will get move from move selector and evaluates it, based on chosen move selection policy
the ant picks up one move. In the 4.5.2 we proposed Move selector component to be based
on the already implemented move selectors of the Drools Planner. Core of our solution
contains entity selectors and value selectors, which are wrapped by AcoEntityPlacer and
AcoValuePlacer respectively. The move contains reference to entity to which move applies,
variable reference which will be initialized and concrete value of that variable. After the
move is given to the ScoreDirector the solution is actually changed. Drools Planner allows
user to define it’s own moves by implementing Move interface, which gives user ability to
create more coarse-grained moves (more entities/variables are changed by single move).
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Figure 5.2 shows logic of move selection for ACO algorithm. First an ant extracts it’s
ScoreDirector to the solver and entity selector is filled up with the planning problem entities.
Entity selector iterates over all planning entities and sends each of the planning entity to the
each of the AcoValuePlacer component. AcoValuePlacer component is placing value for one
planning variable. If the problem has more than one planning variable (which is not rare
case). We simply create AcoValuePlacer for each of them. The current solution of move
selector does’nt support more than one entity class per planning problem. The solution
needs to be extended by list of AcoEntityPlacer components, each of them initializing
entities which belongs to the same class.
AcoValuePlacer, after receiving entity for which it will extract possible values, creates
move for each of the value. Each move is evaluated as proposed in 4.5.3 and score is set
up for the move. Each move is then placed into the cache, which is needed for probability
calculation. After probability is calculated (see below), all the moves are placed in the
Forager which gives the resulting move to the ant.
Entity selector
Entity
Move 1 Move 2 Move 3 Move 4
Cache
Forager
Move
Extracted
entities
List<AcoValuePlacer>
VariableDescriptor
Values:
...
Figure 5.2: Move selection.
5.3 Probability Calculation
The scheme of probability calculation is shown on the Figure 5.3. In the previous step
we have cached all moves possible for the current state of the current ant. For each move
we calculate probability of selection for each move. Our proposal 4.5.4 was to use the
original equation for probability calculation from the Ant system, which needs two elements
for calculation – heuristic and pheromone factor. The pheromone factor is taken from the
actual value of the pheromone for the current planning entity and planning value.
The proposal for getting the heuristic factor was to take score of the current move
and include it to the calculation. During implementation we found some problems with
calculating directly the score value. We were assuming simple numerical value to be given
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to the probability calculation. We found problem for the scores which have actually 0 as
their optimal score (in example of n-queens problem). In that case probability calculation
was giving lower probability to the moves with higher score. In the specific problem of
n-queens, where optimum of no queen is attacking any other queen was modelled to score
value 0, could be the problem modelled in the opposite – score would represent number
of succesfull placed non-attacking queens – the optimal score would be n, where n is the
number of queens to be placed. As for the first case of optimal score 0, we need to reverse
the calculated probability by 1− probability, to get higher probability for higher score, for
the opposite formulated problem where optimum score is n we get directly higher value for
higher scores. For this reason we first proposed to let to decide the user if our problem is
going to be minimizing the score constraint or maximizing them.
Anyway this solution still appeared to not be universal enough. First, the score value
is not necessary simple numerical value. Drools Planner offers possibility to define hard
and soft constraints and as many as needed for the problem model. Then the score value is
represented as 0hard/0soft. Now we dont have single value for probability calculation, but
two-item score. Second, the problem constraints in Drools Planner can be also weighted.
That means we can have two problem constraints but they dont have the same impact
on the resulting score. Third, user can model a planning problem which has more than
one problem constraint and in addition he would like to minimize one and maximize the
second. Then user is not able to simply state that this planning problem is optimilizing to
maximum or minimum.
The implemented solution comes out from the only valid score form independent oper-
ation with score in Drools Planner, which is score comparisson. Values or form of the score
can be always different for different planning problems. But Drools Planner is always able
to determine which score is better. Therefore we compared all scores and sorted them in
descending order. From resulting TreeMap we are able to to get two informations – position
of the score in the TreeMap and how many scores are placed in the TreeMap. With these
two informations we can set the heuristic value for score as percentage of scores which are
worst than current score. In this way we will get higher heuristic values for better scores
regardless of which score representation is used.
calculateProbability() Forager
Pheromones
getValue()
Cache
probabilityComputation of
probability
Figure 5.3: Probability calculation.
Move Roulette When move probability is calculated, move is passed to the Forager
component. Forager was proposed in 4.5.5. It’s main function is to place moves into the
probability map and probabilisticaly choose one of the move which will be taken by an ant.
Figure 5.4 shows both functions of the forager. The logic for adding move into the forager
is showed in the blue frame. For probabistical selection of the move is used algorithm of
roulette-wheel selection. Move is placed into the probability Navigable Map, where key is
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an offset to the map and value is the actual move. After adding the move, current offset
is increased by probability of the added move. Yellow frame shows picking the move by
roulette – wheel selection [6]. Solver contains random generator, which was used here to
generate random number as key to the probability map.
Forager pickMove()
addMove()
Random
move3move2
move1 move4
randomValue
TotalOﬀset
CurrentOﬀset
Probability
map
addProbability()
Figure 5.4: Forager - implements roulette – wheel probability selection.
5.4 Greedy Move Selection
In ACS implementation we use additional type of move selection. We call it greedy move
selection, because it’s based on selecting best available move, therefore it’s behaving like
greedy heuristic. ACS has input parameter called greedy parameter q0, which determines,
that with probability q0 will be used greedy move selection and with probability 1 − q0
probability move selection (5.3) is used. First random number is generated and move
selection type is chosen according to in which interval the random number belongs. Greedy
move selection takes into the consideration pheromone and heuristic element (2.2.4), the
move with highest result is chosen as resulting move for the ant.
5.5 Pheromone Evaluator
In the 4.8 we discussed possible options for pheromone representation and proposed the
most suitable way for implementation of pheromones and their updating. Figure 5.5 shows
implementation of pheromone evaluator for ACO algorithm. Implementation consist of two
parts. First part is specification of pheromones representation in the solver configuration
file and the second is implementation of pheromones operation for each ACO algorithm
variant.
As proposed for pheromones representation, the implementation of pheromones repre-
sentation is passed to the user. The resulting representation needs to fully describe solu-
tion of the planning problem. The user implements PheromoneEvaluator interface, which
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is providing uniform access to the pheromone values. The name of the class implement-
ing PheromoneEvaluator interface is written in the solver configuration file. When Drools
Planner creates new instance of the SolverPhase it will also create instance of the user’s
Pheromone evaluator.
All the operations with the pheromone values are managed by Solver side. ACO algo-
rithm variants are implementing interface Updater, which specifies the operations, which
needs to be available to the SolverPhase, like global update, local update or evaporation.
Updater communicates with Pheromone evaluator only with set/get methods, which en-
sures, that for given entity, variable and value we will get the correct pheromone value.
Evaluator
PheromoneEvaluator
Updater AcsUpdater
MmasUpdater
AsUpdater
Input
Solver
SolverPhase
getValue()
Figure 5.5: Pheromones evaluator.
5.6 Implementation Problems
During implementation we faced to several problems. One of the problem consisted in
calculation of heuristic factor for move selection. The initial proposal to simply use score
value od the proposed move as heuristic factor, caused many problems. For certain problem
models the score rules were defined in the way, which caused lower probability of selection
for moves with higher scores than for the ones with lower score. Also we found that to work
directly with the score value is not fail – safe because score has in Drools Planner many
forms. The implemented solution does not use the score value for move selection directly.
Score of the possible moves are sorted and as heuristic factor is taken ratio of the moves
which are worst than current move divided by number of possible moves.
Next problem we faced were the results of both algorithms. The algorithms did not
give as good results as we expected. The debugging took long time and the errors were
individual not impacting the results too much. We tried to tweak the algoritms parameters
and results improved.
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Chapter 6
Drools Planner Benchmarking
For evaluation of ACO performance we used Drools Planner benchmark. Benchmark allows
to run optimalization algorithm’s implemented in Drools Planner for specified input set of
problems. As a result benchmark creates report, where it compares best scores attained
and provides view on how best scores were evolving during the time for each algorithm.
Section 6.1 is discussing settings of the parameters for both AS and ACS. Section 6.2
shows the results of AS and ACS comparison. Section 6.3 compares ACO implementation
with other algorithm’s implemented in Drools Planner. In the section 6.4 we discuss what
type of problems are suitable for ACO optimalization.
6.1 Tweaking Parameters
During debugging of the algorithm we found, that initial results obtained with default
settings were not very good. For setting parameters to the initial values we took the
settings of Dorigo [9]. Size of the colony was initially set up to 10 ants. Heuristic factor
value was selected in a range 0 < β < 1 because our solution allows to specify only this
range, due to method how heuristic value is calculated. Local and global evaporation was
set up same to value 0.1 and initial pheromone value was calculated by (n ·Lnn)−1 where n
is number of cities (applies for TSP problem) and Lnn is a result of construction heuristic.
Debugging showed many problems, which were eliminated in Section 5.6. The results
improved, but still it was not comparable with local search methods. Ant colony optimiza-
tion is higly dependent on settings of input parameters. To improve results, we tweaked
available parameters of ACO. After tweaking parameters for specific problem the results
improved significantly. Because optimalization of input parameters is not in scope of this
work, we will show here, the results for the best configuration found. The winning config-
urations are shown in Table 6.1 and Table 6.2.
To tweak input parameters we chose here TSP problem of scale of 38 cities. The TSP
problem was chosen, because TSP is considered as very suitable problem for Ant colony
optimization. Our initial results showed the problem of premature convergence of the
algorithms. Our aim was to increase the exploitation of the search space in order to get
better results. For both AS and ACS we tried several configurations. Next we will discuss
parameter settings of the algorithms which influenced the results most.
First, we tweaked parameter of number of ants. We initially set up value which was 10
ants. As best value for number of ants we experimentally found to be 15. Higher values
of ants were giving us simillar results like for initial value. Later, we found that parameter
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Parameter Value
Colony size 15
Heuristic factor 0.9
Pheromone factor 0.1
Evaporation 0.1
Local evaporation 0.9
Initial pheromone 4.04 · 10−6
Greedy parameter 0.9
Table 6.1: Configuration parameters giving best results for ACS for TSP problem
Parameter Value
Colony size 15
Heuristic factor 0.8
Pheromone factor 0.2
Evaporation 0.8
Table 6.2: Configuration parameters giving best results for AS for TSP problem
of colony size is the best to start to tweak in order to get the fastest improvements in the
score. Second, highest influence on the result we found to be greedy parameter. Greedy
parameter in fact says if we are going to make greedy selection or we will try to randomly
discover promising areas of the search space. Higher values of the greedy parameter shown
us better results, because it determines the ratio of exploration and exploitation of the
algorithm.
When we compare AS and ACS, the winning configurations differs significantly in evap-
oration parameter. This is because the algorithms do not work in the same way for evap-
oration. The AS has only way how to allow directly more exploitation in the search space
which is global evaporation. In comparisson ACS has advantage of combination local and
global evaporation. Local evaporation leads during solution construction the ants to avoid
already considered options which is driving the exploitation search. The global evaporation
parameter in ACS favors the best ant which directs the search into exploration of good
solution. The last parameters for tweaking are pheromone and heuristic factor. Because
they balance how much pheromone/heuristic information is taken into consideration, we
favored heuristic factor against pheromone factor in order to increase exploration.
6.2 Comparison of AS and ACS Results
The results of our winning configuration are shown in Table 6.3. We ran AS and ACS
algorithm 10 times, each sample independently. We gave to each run 5 minutes to find best
possible solution. The results shows, that ACS generally performs better than AS which
we expected. Dorigo and Gambardella also proposed ACS 2 as improvement of AS. It is
because in addition of AS, ACS has more exploitation and exploration functions.
The average score value for AS is −14.498.3 with standard deviation σ of 560.8. For
ACS it gives −7811.5 average and 202.7 of standard deviation σ. For both values of σ
applies, that the samples do not differ more than 2σ and in most cases samples differ
maximally σ. This distribution corresponds with Gaussian normal distribution. Figure 6.1
shows the maximum scores attained by both algorithms. Highest score for AS is −14269
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for ACS −8439. Figure 6.2 shows evolution of the score in time. In The beggining we see
that starting score of the ACS is better than starting score of AS. This is given by the fact,
that neither ACS and AS has no knowledge from pheromones in the beginning. But ACS
takes advantage of choosing best possible option by greedy move selection. Therefore ACS
search is more directed from the beginning.
Sample Score
Ant system Ant colony system
1 -14643 -7879
2 -13721 -7786
3 -14478 -7947
4 -14422 -7957
5 -14567 -7406
6 -13535 -7925
7 -14954 -7484
8 -14286 -7957
9 -15014 -7947
10 -15363 -7827
∅ -14498.3 -7811.5
σ 560.795 202.647
Table 6.3: Score results for the best found configuration for TSP problem.
6.3 Comparison of ACO and Other Heuristics
We compared ACO implementations with other heuristics which are implemented in Drools
Planner. For comparison we chose two problems one remains same – TSP as typical
problem for ACO. Second problem we chose not so common problem for ACO metaheuristic
of n-queens. The size of TSP stays 38 cities. For n-queens we chose 32-queens problem.
It is because for lower problems most of the algorithms finds the result easily and there is
nothing interesting to compare. We gave again 5 minutes to each algorithm to solve.
Figure 6.3 shows comparison of the best score for AS, ACS, Simulated Annealing, Entity
tabu and Brute Force. The best solution was found by Entity tabu and Simulated Anneal-
ing. Third position belongs to ACS with AS behind. At this point the results are quite
close. Brute force best score is far more away from other results. Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5
show evolution of best score in time. The most interesting is run of the Simulated Annealing
at the end. Based on convergence Simulated Annealing decreases temperature. If there is
slow convergence temperature is decreasing slowly to allow more exploitation. At the end
convergence is faster, therefore algorithm allows more exploration. Entity tabu outperforms
all benchmarked algorithms. ACS performs very similar to Simulated Annealing most of
the time.
Figure 6.6 shows comparison of AS, ACS, Simulated Annealing, Entity tabu and Brute
Force. Entity tabu and Simulated Annealing found the optimum score. Brute force has
very low score as expected. First fit as construction heuristic (which is used also for Entity
tabu to initialize solution), gave better result than brute force but still is not close to the
results of other algorithms. ACS found result close to the optimum, again better than AS.
Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 shows score evolution for benchmarked algorithms. Entity tabu
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Figure 6.1: Best score found by AS and ACS algorithm
found the result the fastest. ACO convergated quite quickly to the optimum but could not
convergate during the time of algorithm run.
6.4 ACO Algorithm Application
The results of the benchmarks showed us that our implementation of AS and ACS is suitable
for smaller datasets of problems. The implemented algorithms – Entity size Simulated
Annealing outperformed ACS in both examples (even for Simulated Annealing it took
longer time to found better result then ACS). We analyzed the results od ACS and AS and
identified four possible causes of their performance.
Unlucky dataset It is a common property of metaheuristic algorithms that for same
type of problem and different datasets of that problem they find results which can be very
different.
Problem in implementation It is possible there is problem in implementation. Time
spend for debugging the algorithm was not worth for the reached results. The debugging
took long time, we indetified several bugs, each of them improved a little bit reached results.
Not suitable problem ACO was applied to many types of problems during past years,
still there are problems which are more suitable for Ant colony optimization (schedulling
problems, vehicle routing problems, assignment problems) and problems which are less
suitable for ants.
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Figure 6.2: Score evolution in time for AS and ACS algorithm
Pheromones representation Pheromones representation is very much related to the
previous point. In work of Montgomery, Randall and Hendtlass [13] is discussed the point
how inappropriate representations of pheromones can influence the performance of the
algorithm. The pheromone representation needs to describe parts of the solutions which
are most important for it. If in the representation are present not valuable informations or
duplicate informations, it can decrease the performance of the algorithm significantly.
For our benchmarks we used in both cases 2-dimensional array pheromone represen-
tation. As for TSP problem it is pretty widely used representation (pheromone value
represents desirability to go from city i to city j), for Nqueens the application differs. In our
benchmark we used representation of pheromone value which represents desirability of the
queen to be in the row given by index to the array of pheromones. Another work of Khan
and collective [7], represented pheromones for n-queens by grid of n2 rows ∗n columns. The
results are always very dependent on how well organized memory the ants have.
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Figure 6.3: Comparison of ACO and other metaheuristic algorithms for TSP problem
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Figure 6.4: Score evolution for ACO and other metaheuristics for TSP problem
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Figure 6.5: Score evolution for ACO and brute force for TSP problem
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Figure 6.6: Comparison of ACO and other metaheuristics for N – Queens problem
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Figure 6.7: Score evolution for ACO and other metaheuristics for N – Queens problem
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Figure 6.8: Score evolution for ACO and brute force for N – Queens problem
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Chapter 7
Conclusion
In this work we presented an extension of heuristic algorithms for Drools Planner framework.
We chose a heuristic algorithm which was missing according to our opinion in current Drools
Planner implementation. The missing area which we identified was field of nature – inspired,
population – based algorithms. We considered genetic algorithms, evolutionary strategies
and ant colony optimization as possible candidates for implementation. We were most
interested in possibilities of ant colony optimization, for which we decided to implement a
prototype in Drools Planner. Ant colony optimization works based on colony of independent
agents (artificial ants), where each agent has access to the shared memory (pheromones).
Pheromones works like distributed memory and it allows ants to exchange informations
about already visited search space.
We introduced design of the ant colony optimization algorithm for Drools Planner. We
kept the current logic of Drools Planner optimization algorithms. The design abided the
general optimization algorithm structure. We analyzed which components are common
for each optimalization algorithm and reused them. We reused termination component,
entity and value selector components and score calculation components. We also proposed
new components which are necessary to implement ant colony optimization. We proposed
an artificial ant, solution construction for the ant and pheromones representation. The
algorithms of Ant colony optimization differs in a way how pheromone update is made. We
designed component for pheromones updating which is able to support different versions
of algorithms and provides unified support to for manipulation with pheromones. We
implemented two versions of ant colony algorithms. Basic Ant system and Ant colony
system.
During implementation we faced to several problems. First problem reflects the fact,
that all current Drools Planner optimization algorithms were individual – based algorithms.
In the contrast ant colony optimization is population – based. We solved this problem in a
simple way. Each ant has its own context where it keeps solution and score. When an ant is
going construct solution it gives this context to the solver which switches to the solution of
that ant. This solution is not universal and it needs more attention. We are thinking about
way to implement population-based approach directly into the solver of the Drools Planner,
where individual – based algorithms would be represented as one member population. Next
problem consisted in calculation of heuristic factor for move selection. The initial proposal
to simply use score value od the proposed move as heuristic factor, caused many problems.
For certain problem models the score rules were defined in the way, which caused lower
probability of selection for moves with higher scores than for the ones with lower score.
Also we found that to work directly with the score value is not fail – safe because score has
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in Drools Planner many forms. The implemented solution does not use the score value for
move selection directly. Score of the possible moves are sorted and as heuristic factor is
taken ratio of the moves which are worst than current move divided by number of possible
moves.
The studied implementation of ACO algorithm were always problem dependent. In
this work we are trying to divide universal parts of the algorithm and the parts which are
problem and algorithm dependent. Therefore, we faced, problem dependent part which
was implementation of pheromone representation. It is not possible to unify pheromone
representation for each optimization problem, because pheromone representation needs to
describe solution of that problem. To create universal pheromone which would recognize
pheromone representation from an given problem model would be, according to our opinion,
too complicated. The optimization problem is in Drools Planner modeled by user, so we
decided to also let user implement pheromone representation as user knows the problem
best.
The initial resuls showed little or no convergence to the optimum. We selected problem
of TSP, which is common representative for ACO applications. We tweaked input param-
eters of Ant system and Ant colony system. We found, that Ant colony system performs
better which was, according to algorithm properties expected. Next, we compared Ant
colony optimization algorithms with algorithms already present in Drools Planner with the
same TSP problem and for N-queens problem. The compared algorithms were Tabu search,
Simulated Annealing and Brute Force. The results shown that Tabu search and Simulated
Annealing generally performs better than our implementations of ACO. We identified the
properties which can influence the ACO performance and the suitability for optimization
problems. Unlucky dataset is the first from the indentified properties, it is a common prop-
erty of optimization algorithms, that for some datasets of the same problem performs worst
than for the others. It is possible there is a bug in ACO implementation. Debbugging
took very long time, and according to us the implementation is correct. Problem with
performance of ACO can be also related to pheromones representation. The pheromones
representation differs in each ACO application even for the same problem. If the pheromone
representation does not contain the most valuable information in relation with pheromones
or it contains duplicate information the performance of algorithm is also impacted.
As most important possible extension of our work we see implementation of population-
based approach directly into the solver. Also our design implements one step of the algo-
rithm as one step in solution construction of all ants. This is in opposite with the other
implementations of the algorithms, where one step creates complete solution. This can
cause confussion when comparing steps of ACO and other algorithms. As last proposal for
extension we suggest to implement also Min-max ant system algorithm into ACO which
also seems to have good performance.
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Appendix A
Configuration files
Below we pasted complete configuration file for running benchmark in Drools Planner using
implemented ACO algorithms.
1 <?xml ve r s i on=” 1 .0 ” encoding=”UTF−8”?>
2 <plannerBenchmark>
3 <benchmarkDirectory> l o c a l /data/ tsp</benchmarkDirectory>
4 <paral le lBenchmarkCount>AUTO</paral le lBenchmarkCount>
5 <warmUpSecondsSpend>30</warmUpSecondsSpend>
6
7
8
9 <inher i tedSolverBenchmark>
10 <problemBenchmarks>
11 <xstreamAnnotatedClass>org . optaplanner . examples . t sp . domain .
Travel ingSalesmanTour</xstreamAnnotatedClass>
12 < i npu tSo l u t i onF i l e>data/ tsp / unsolved /dj38 . xml</ i npu tSo l u t i onF i l e>
13 <prob lemStat i s t i cType>BEST SOLUTION CHANGED</ prob lemStat i s t i cType>
14 </problemBenchmarks>
15
16 <s o l v e r>
17 <s o l u t i onC l a s s>org . optaplanner . examples . t sp . domain .
Travel ingSalesmanTour</ s o l u t i onC l a s s>
18 <p lann ingEnt i tyClas s>org . optaplanner . examples . t sp . domain . V i s i t</
p lann ingEnt i tyClas s>
19
20 <s co r eD i r e c to rFac to ry>
21 <s co r eDe f in i t i onType>SIMPLE</ sco reDe f in i t i onType>
22 <s co r eDr l>/ org / optaplanner / examples / tsp / s o l v e r / tspScoreRules . d r l</
sco r eDr l>
23 </ s co r eD i r e c to rFac to ry>
24
25 <te rminat ion>
26 <maximumMinutesSpend>5</maximumMinutesSpend>
27 </ terminat ion>
28 </ s o l v e r>
29 </ inher i tedSolverBenchmark>
30
31 <solverBenchmark>
32 <name>Ant system</name>
33 <s o l v e r>
34 <antco lonyopt imiza t i on>
35 <AcoEntityPlacer />
36 <pheromoneClass>org . optaplanner . examples . t sp . domain .
48
TspPheromoneEvaluator</pheromoneClass>
37 <co l onycon f i g>
38 <heu r i s t i cFa c t o r>0 .8</ h eu r i s t i cFa c t o r>
39 <pheromoneFactor>0 .2</pheromoneFactor>
40 <evaporat ionFactor>0 .8</ evaporat ionFactor>
41 <co l onyS i z e>15</ co l onyS i z e>
42 </ co l onycon f i g>
43 <antco lonyopt imizat i ontype>ANT SYSTEM</ antco lonyopt imizat iontype>
44 </ antco lonyopt imiza t i on>
45 </ s o l v e r>
46 </ solverBenchmark>
47
48 <solverBenchmark>
49 <name>Ant colony system</name>
50 <s o l v e r>
51 <antco lonyopt imiza t i on>
52 <AcoEntityPlacer />
53 <pheromoneClass>org . optaplanner . examples . t sp . domain .
TspPheromoneEvaluator</pheromoneClass>
54 <co l onycon f i g>
55 <heu r i s t i cFa c t o r>0 .9</ h eu r i s t i cFa c t o r>
56 <pheromoneFactor>0 .1</pheromoneFactor>
57 <evaporat ionFactor>0 .1</ evaporat ionFactor>
58 <co l onyS i z e>15</ co l onyS i z e>
59 <i n i t i a lPheromone>0.00000404</ in i t i a lPheromone>
60 <greedyParameter>0 .9</greedyParameter>
61 <l o ca lEvapora t i on>0 .9</ loca lEvapora t i on>
62 </ co l onycon f i g>
63 <antco lonyopt imizat i ontype>ANTCOLONY SYSTEM</ antco lonyopt imizat iontype>
64 </ antco lonyopt imiza t i on>
65 </ s o l v e r>
66 </ solverBenchmark>
67 </plannerBenchmark>
Listing A.1: Solver configuration file.
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Appendix B
Content of the CD
drools-planner Folder contains source files of Drools Planner and source files of ACO
implementation.
tex Contains source files of technical report for Latex.
pdf Contains technical report in pdf format.
README.txt Contains informations about how to make Drools Planner work and man-
ual for running the examples used in this work.
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